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“sb“ is the world‘s leading trade magazine for the architecture,
construction and operation of sports and leisure facilities.
By reading “sb“, facility owners, operators, investors, architects, industrial
companies and craftspersons can gather information on current projects,
trends and technologies in sports and leisure facilities – and find the contacts they are looking for.
In 2020, the print version is entering its 54th year. Together with the fastgrowing online offering, “sb“ represents the perfect symbiosis of classical
and new media.
“sb“ showcases exemplary architecture and the complete spectrum of
innovations, products and services from the leisure centre, sports facility,
swimming pool and wellness sector.
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“sb“ has been uniting industry, architects, associations, the scientific
community, local authorities and facility operators since 1967.
It is on these long-standing ties and its independent and authoritative
nature that the reputation of our magazine rests. 76 % of readers consider “sb” to be objective, and a remarkable 90 % appreciate its expertise.
Two thirds of our readers use the magazine as a decision-making aid for
investments.
“sb” is published by the International Association for Sports and Leisure
Facilities (IAKS). The sole organisation devoted to sports facility development worldwide, the IAKS has been accorded “recognised organisation”
status by the International Olympic Committee (IOC). It cooperates with
the International Paralympic Committee and numerous other partners.

CONTENT
The six issues in 2020 will each be appearing in an English and in a
German print run and have a specific focus (closing date for advertising/
date of publication in brackets):
1/2020
2/2020
3/2020
4/2020
5/2020
6/2020

Location
Waldkirch, Germany
Client/operator
City of Waldkirch
Architect
Kauffmann Theilig & Partner
Zeppelinstraße 10
DE-73760 Ostfildern
www.ktp-architekten.de
Staff
Lead Design Architects: Andrea Litterer,
Coskun Kocak
Architects: Eva Todorova,
Katrin Lohse
Stainless steel pool
Berndorf Metall- und Bäderbau GmbH
Leobersdorfer Str. 26
AT-2560 Berndorf
www.berndorf-baederbau.com
Author
Kauffmann Theilig & Partner
Photos
Stephan Falk (BAUBILD)
Official opening
April 2016
Project costs (with incidental costs)
EUR 10.5 million
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SPORTS HALLS AND ARENAS 		
STADIA AND SPORTS GROUNDS		
POOLS AND WELLNESS FACILITIES		
ACTIVATING URBAN SPACES
INNOVATIONS IN STADIA AND ARENAS
POOLS AND LEISURE FACILITIES		

HARMONIOUS UNIT
’S BAD OUTDOOR POOL IN WALDKIRCH, GERMANY
Many parts of the outdoor pool extending along the bend in the river Elz and dating back
to 1968 were in need of modernisation. The pool had gained a nondescript appearance as
a result of isolated bouts of modernisation and repair. Fully modernising the facility,
general planner KTP GmbH has succeeded in reorganising the various zones and accessibility by applying an overarching strategy. In addition to modernisation and the construction
of new pools with stainless steel linings, its focus was also on the renewal of the entire
building services and plant equipment, the reorganisation of the changing rooms, and pool
accessibility.
All areas of the outdoor pool were redesigned.
The building construction has been subordinated to the landscape, with the structures being
embedded in the landscaping of the site’s open
and greened spaces. Landscaping and building
structures have merged here to yield a seamless, harmonious unit.
Entrance hill
The new main entrance is in the northwest via
a redesigned forecourt containing parking
space for cars, motorcycles and bicycles. Taking
the outward form of a large hill and at the
same time screening off the adjacent sports

grounds to the northwest, the new entrance
building guides the user through a spacious
opening into the interior. The eastern side of
the roof surfaces is used as greened, sunbathing areas for the outdoor pool. Arranged in a
free spatial configuration, the interior, whose
surfaces are dominated by wood and exposed
concrete, house the ticket desks, changing
rooms, wet areas and plant rooms. The transitions from indoors to outdoors and from the
roof to the landscape are seamless. The interiors are naturally illuminated via domelights and
via openings in the façades looking out onto
the sports grounds to the northwest.
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Lounge building
Access via the old entrance in the southwest has been
retained as a side entrance with a turnstile for season
ticket holders. The existing entrance building has been
removed except for the street-level storey with parking
spaces, changing rooms for the adjacent sports facilities
and storage space about the bathing level. Above all this,
a lounge-like wooden roof marks the boundary of the
bathing areas in the south and west and also provides
the necessary sound abatement for the adjoining residential area, with storage space and clubrooms at the
rear. In front of it is a high-grade wooden terrace. The
lounge develops formally out of the extension of the new
entrance building with a façade of upright louvres that
sb 3/2017

nevertheless permit a view of the adjoining sports
grounds to the northwest. A wooden stand arranged in
front of it replaces the old solid concrete stand structure.
Fully accessible bathing deck
A fully accessible bathing deck of uniformly sand-coloured artificial stone unites all the pools as well as all the
necessary pool surrounds. Seating steps and ledges of
concrete enclose the bathing deck where it adjoins the
greened areas. The 50-metre pool in the western area
has been upgraded and provided with a stainless steel
lining. The separate diving pool with its unique diving
tower design has been newly built in reinforced concrete
with 1- and 3-metre boards. The new non-swimmers’
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(03.02./28.02.)
(06.04./30.04.)
(04.06./30.06.)
(06.08./31.08.)
(05.10./30.10.)
(23.11./18.12.)
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You can find each issue of “sb” on the IAKS website at
www.iaks.sport. The projects reported on over the last few years can
serve as a diversified source of inspiration and solutions.
Via our international IAKS newsletter, “sb” reaches a further 24,000
readers – at only 14-day intervals!
The equally strong presence of “sb” as a print and online medium ensures that the themes and focuses of “sb” achieve maximum attention via
modern channels.

READERSHIP AND TARGET GROUP
“sb“ is published in English and German and appears six times per
year in 156 countries of the world.
The print run extends to 3,300 copies and is backed up by our online
resources: databases, newsletter, directory of trades, interviews …
According to the Reader Survey, each printed issue of “sb“ is read by an
average of 3.5 readers. The total number of readers is around 11,500 –
added by 24,000 readers of “sb” online.
The biggest reader groups are:

Organisations
& associations

Public & commercial
facility operators

Industrial companies &
business associations

Architects & engineers
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PS
Distribution:

Australia Africa

Asia

America

Year:
Appearance:
Total print run:
Actual number of distributed copies:
Sold copies:
Complimentary copies:
Remainders, archive and voucher copies:
Reach (readers per issue):

Europe

54th
6 issues per year
2,100 German copies
1,200 English copies
3,040 copies
1,100 copies
1,940 copies
260 copies
11,500 readers (print)
24,000 readers (online)

ADVERTISEMENTS: FORMATS &
Of all forms of advertising, the classical advertisement is still an assurance of success. Advertisements achieve the best values in attracting
attention and highlighting the brand, while driving home the product advantages and arousing the emotions. According to our reader survey, one
in two readers uses the advertisements in “sb“ as a decision-making aid.
Advertisement prices
The prices quoted apply to the English issue. If an advertisement is placed
in the German version additionally, the prices increase by only 30 per cent.
As another aid to decision-making, we offer IAKS corporate members a
15 per cent discount on each ad placement. Incidentally, IAKS membership costs companies only 490 Euro per year.

Full page

1/2 page landscape

1/2 page portrait

DIN A4 (210 x 297 mm)

TA 181 x 130 mm

TA 88,5 x 272 mm

Type area 181 x 272 mm

B 216 x 152 mm

B 108 x 303 mm

Bleed 216 x 303 mm

€2,290

€1,650

All prices valid from 01.01.2020 plu
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& PRICES

Price discounts
Place six advertisements and pay for only five. Or claim a ten per cent
discount by placing three ads.
Print & online combined
In addition to the print version, we also offer you numerous opportunities
to present your projects and products online as well – and this at attractive personalised prices. Contact us for details.
Job advertisements
Are you looking for new staff? Talk to us about the special conditions for
job advertisements.

1/3 page landscape

1/3 page portrait

1/4 page landscape

TA 181 x 52 mm

TA 57 x 272 mm

TA 181 x 62 mm

B 216 x 102 mm

B 73 x 303 mm

B 216 x 77 mm

us current rate of VAT

€1,320

€1,200

ADVERTORIALS
“sb“ offers you further ways of attracting attention. We have reserved an area devoted to technical innovation and the equipping of
sports and leisure facilities, e.g. sports surfaces, swimming pools, admission controls, sound reinforcement systems, lighting, sports surfaces and
much more besides.
You provide the images and copy, and we design the matching “sb“
layout for you in consultation with you. This way you reach your audience
through journalism as well.
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By placing an article either in English or German, your contribution to our
expenses is 700 Euro per page plus the current rate of VAT. If you choose
both languages, you pay 910 Euro per page plus the current rate of VAT.
IAKS corporate members receive a 15 per cent discount on each advertorial.
Here again, the combination of print and online versions offers huge potential, a vastly expanded readership and sensationally attractive prices.

OFFPRINTS & INSERTS
Offprints
An offprint is a very useful reference publication, particularly in talks with
clients. Offprints are always a high-grade tool for attracting customers at
trade fairs, congresses and seminars as well.
For the offprint, your article in “sb“ is supplemented with two extra pages:
the “sb“ cover layout with your picture, and your advertisement or business
presentation on the back page.
A two-page article in “sb“ is thus converted into a four-page offprint. A
print run of 1,000 copies costs 1,950 Euro plus the current rate of VAT. The
cost of 2,000 copies is only minimally higher at 2,150 Euro.
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An eight-page offprint of a six-page article costs 2,950 Euro for 1,000 c opies
and 3,300 Euro for 2,000 copies, in each case plus the current rate of VAT.
IAKS corporate members are awarded a 15 per cent discount on each order.
Inserts
If you have already produced your own bound or loose inserts or special
forms of advertising, then contact us. All the more so if you are still looking
for suitable specialists for printing and layout. We will then suggest ways of
accurately targeting your messages at our readers in the next issue of “sb“.

PROFESSIONALS & PROFILES
Independently of its focus and in addition to ad placements, each
issue of “sb“ offers further opportunities for publicising your
business.
In the Professionals & Profiles section, you as a corporate member of the
IAKS can publish your news on a half-page in three issues per year. In
addition, you also appear with your logo and contact details in the address list and directory of trades in each issue – in the English and German
versions.
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At the same time, you also benefit from the smart linkage of “sb“ with our
website, for you also additionally receive an exclusive Premium entry in our
online database. The annual fee is 810 Euro for companies and 405 Euro
for firms of architects and engineers (plus the current rate of VAT).
This way, anyone can find you.

NEWSLETTER MARKETING
The IAKS Newsletter offers further ways to improve your PR. Every
two weeks we send out an email newsletter of topical information from
the industry, on newly built sports and leisure facilities and with news
from our member companies. Take advantage of this opportunity to publicise your innovations and news either in a banner advertisement in the
newsletter or in an online advertorial.
IAKS Newsletter banner advertising
- Format: 600 x 200 px
- File formats: jpg, gif, png
- Standard placement: 300 Euro plus VAT per newsletter in English and German language
- Top position placement: 600 Euro plus VAT per newsletter in English and
German language
IAKS Newsletter with online advertorials
You provide the image and the copy, and we produce the matching news
for you. The online advertorial appears as an article on our website and is
advertised in the newsletter. For IAKS corporate members, the news additionally appears in their own profiles.
The fee is 300 Euro plus VAT per online advertorial per language.
IAKS corporate members receive a 15 per cent discount on banner advertising and advertorials.
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How to reach everyone
Access your target group among the 24,000+ recipients of our newsletter.

CONTACT

Secretary General with overall
responsibility
Klaus Meinel
meinel@iaks.sport

Editorial Board and Marketing
Thomas Kick
kick@iaks.sport
Phone +49 (0) 221 16 80 23-12

Editorial Board
Silke Bardenheuer
bardenheuer@iaks.sport
Phone +49 (0) 221 16 80 23-11

“sb“ online
Johannes Diekhans
diekhans@iaks.sport
Phone +49 (0) 221 16 80 23-13

Subscriptions
Valentina Bernhardt
bernhardt@iaks.sport
Phone +49 (0) 221 16 80 23-14
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Subscription
Germany: 56 Euro
Other countries: 73 Euro
inclusive of VAT and postage
Single issue
12 Euro
inclusive of VAT,
plus postage

Editorial board and publisher
IAKS
International Association for Sports and Leisure Facilities
Eupener Strasse 70
50933 Cologne, Germany
Phone +49 (0) 221 16 80 23-0
Fax +49 (0) 221 16 80 23-23
sb@iaks.sport
www.iaks.sport
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